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Why are we here?

- To share learning from global health activity in the era of the sustainable development goals
- To encourage and enable more collaboration between clinicians and academics
- To launch the East of England Global Health Partnerships Network.
A Changing Landscape

From individual volunteering...
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...to institutional partnerships...
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…to academic collaborations
A Changing Funding Landscape
This afternoon

Panel Discussions

- 14.20 - 15.20 Academia and Global Health
- 15.25 - 16.20 Healthcare professionals in global health partnerships
  
16.20 - Break and Poster Exhibition

- 16.50 - 17.40 Best practice and funding environment for global health partnerships
This evening

Reception, speeches & launch

- 17:45  Reception with refreshments
- 18:30  Reflections from Afternoon Session
  
  *Professor David Menon*
- 18:45  Keynote speeches
  
  *Dr Tirej Brimo & Professor Sir Eldryd Parry*
- 19:35  Q & A
- 19:50  Conclusion and launch of the EoE

Network for global health partnerships
“To do good, but while doing good research.”
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